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We consider several questions on the computational power of PP. the class of sets accepted by 
polynomial time-bounded probabilistic Turing machines with two-sided unbounded error prob- 
ability. In particular, we consider the questions whether PP is as powerful as PSPACE and whether 
PP is more powerful than PH (the polynomial-time hierarchy). These questions have remained open. 
In fact, only a few results have been shown even in the relativized case. 
In the present paper we deal with the above questions in a manner similar to Long (1985). 
Bal&ar et al. (1986), and Long and Selman (1986). We introduce a quantitative restriction on access 
to a given oracle for probabilistic oracle machines. The restriction, denoted as PP,(.), allows 
polynomial time-bounded probabilistic oracle machines to query only polynomially many positive 
strings but exponentially many nuqariw strings in its computation tree. We show that for every 
oracle A that PP,(NP(A)) is included in PP(A). This strengthens the result shown recently by Beige] 
et al. (1989). In fact. we have their result as an immediate consequence. 
We next show some positive relativization results on the above questions. We show that 
separating PP from PSPACE with some sparse oracle implies the separation of PP from PSPACE in 
the nonrelativized case. We also show that separating PP from PH with some sparse oracle implies 
the separation in the nonrelativized case. We also compare D # P with PH. In particular. we show 
that D # P= PH iff D # (S)= PH (S) for some sparse oracle set S. Thus, the inequality D # P# PH 
can also be relativized for all sparse oracle sets. 
1. Introduction 
In the theory of computational complexity, showing a strict relationship among 
complexity classes is a basic question. However, almost all of the containment 
questions among important complexity classes have remained open. For example, 
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whether P = NP and whether P = PSPACE are currently central questions of com- 
putational complexity theory. In order to get more insight into these questions, it is 
common to relativizc the complexity classes and to consider the containment ques- 
tions in the relativized world. To cite a few examples, Baker ct al. [Z] have found some 
oracles ,4. B and C such that P(A)=NP(A)=PSPACE(A), P(B)#NP(B) and 
P(C)#PSPACE(C): Baker and Selman [-iI have found an oracle D such that 
Z;(D)#/7Tp(D): and Angluin [I] has found an oracle E such that D # P(E)$Z;P(E). It 
is interesting to note that the above oracles B and C are sparse but the oracles D and 
E are not sparse. To illustrate their reasons, Bal&ar et al. [4], and Long and Selman 
[I I] have independently shown that separating the relaticized complexity classes with 
sparse oracles instead of D and t‘ would imply that the corresponding nonrelativized 
classes are. in fact, distinct. 
Since a notion of probabilistic machines has been introduced by Gill [7]. many 
researchers have been interested in seVeral questions about its computational power. 
Some typical questions arc Lvhether PP is as powerful as PSPACE and whether PP is 
more powerful than PH (the polynomial-time hierarchy [I?]). where PP denotes the 
class of sets accepted by polynomial time-bounded probabilistic machines with 
two-sided unbounded error probability. It has been known that NPucoNPg PP and 
PPc PSPACE. HoLvever. the above questions have remained open. In fact. only a few 
results are known even in the relativized case. 
In this paper we investigate these questions in a manner similar to Long [lo]. 
Bilcazar ct al. 141. and Long and Selman [I I]. Firstly, we consider the question 
whether any oracle from NP does help the computational power of PP, i.e. whether 
PP(NP)= PP. and consider the question whcthcr PP(NP(A))= PP(A) for all oracle 
sets .4. These questions arc motivated as follows. If one could show that PP(NP)= PP 
and that this equality can bc relativized for all oracle sets. then we could show that 
PH c PP by induction on levels of PH. Thus. whether or not PP(NP)= PP is an 
important question in order to know the computational power of PP. As an approach 
to these questions. we introduce a quantitative restriction on access to a given oracle 
set for oracle PP-machines. In other words. we consider a particular case of the 
above questions. Our restriction is as follows. Let !2f, il and .Y be 
an oracle PP-machine, an oraclc set and an input for ‘21. respectively. Let Q(M. s. .4) 
denote the set of query strings made by hi(A) on input .Y. and let 
Q(M..\-)= U,,Q(M,\-. .4). Then we define PP,(A) as a class of sets accepted by oracle 
PP-machines M with oracle set 4 such that ~/Q(M,r)nil~/ <p( 1.~1) for some poly- 
nomial p and each input .x. We show in Section 3 that PPR(NP)= PP. Our proof 
technique is based on a direct step-by-step simulation. Hence. we observe that 
PP,(NP(A))gPP(A) for alI oracle sets .4. Thus. in our restricted case. we obtain 
affirmative answers to the above questions. We further observe that these results 
strengthen a result shown recently by Beige1 ct al. [S]. They showed that Plvp”“p’ is 
included in PP and observed that this inclusion can bc relativized with all oracle sets. 
It is easy to see that P yp[‘081c PP,(NP). Thus, we can obtain their result as an _ 
immediate consequence. 
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We next show some positive relativization results. We show that separating 
PSPACE from PP with some sparse oracle would imply PP# PSPACE, i.e. the 
equality PP= PSPACE can be relativized with all sparse oracles. We also show that 
the inclusion PH G PP can be relativized with all sparse oracles. Precisely speaking, 
we show the following results: 
(1) PP= PSPACE iff PP(S)= PSPACE(S) for all sparse oracles S. 
(2) PH G PP iff PH(S)s PP(,S) for all sparse oracles S. 
(3) For each k>O. .Z,‘s PP iff CL(S)s PP(S) for all sparse oracles S. 
(4) For each k>O, A,‘G PP iff .~LGPP(S) for all sparse oracles S. 
We note that the results (2). (3) and (4) above deal with just the converse contain- 
ment questions of the ones considered in [4] and [1 11. Hence, combining their results 
with ours implies that the equality between PP and each level of PH can also be 
relativized with all sparse oracles S. More precisely, we have the following results: 
(5) For each k 32, .X-,‘= PP iff CL(S)= PP(S) for all sparse oracles S. 
(6) For each k>2, dkp= PP iff C:(S)= PP(S) for all sparse oracles S. 
Thus, separating PP from the other classes with some sparse oracle implies 
separating PP from the other classes in the nonrelativized world. It is unknown 
whether the results (5) and (6) can be improved in the cases k=O or k= 1. This is 
because a sparse oracle separating PP from NP has been implicitly found by Baker et 
al. [2]. Hence, such an improvement would be very difficult since it would imply 
NP # PP. We further show a strange type of positive relativization result that was 
brought out by Book as a personal communication: 
(7) D # P = PH iff D # P(S) = PH(S) for some sparse oracle set S. 
In other words. the inequality D # P # PH can be relativized for all sparse oracle 
sets. This is obtained by combining a result in [4] with a result in [13]. 
Our proof technique is quite new. In fact, a technique developed in [4] and [l 1] 
does not seem to work for proving our results. This is because their proof technique 
requires one more alternation (existential moves followed by universal moves) for 
guessing a correct fragment of a given sparse oracle. If we use their technique, then we 
would also need some type of alternation (probably, existential moves followed by 
probabilistic moves or probabilistic moves followed by existential moves). We note 
that the same technique has been developed independently by Beige1 et al. [S] in their 
original paper. In the final section we observe that there exists an oracle set A separat- 
ing PP from PH, and we exhibit some interesting questions related to this work. 
2. Definitions and notations 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of computational 
complexity theory. Let C = (0, 1 j. We are only concerned with sets over C. For a string 
M’EZ*, 1 w denotes the length of \v. For a set f., L denotes the complement of L. For 
a class C. coC denotes the class of sets whose complement is in C. For a finite set 
X G 2‘*, 11 X 11 denotes the number of elements of X. For each ~13 0. 2‘_ ” denotes the set 
of strings with length at most VI. Similarly. for a set X cz‘*. X “I denotes the set of 
strings in X with length at most HI. Let ( ‘. ) denote a pairing function on C* which is 
polynomial-time computable and whose inverse is also computable in polynomial 
time. 
Our models of computations are variations of o~trc/~~ rnncl~ir~c~s. An oracle machine is 
;I multitape Turing machine ,M with a distinguished worktape called the yurr~’ tape 
and three distinguished states called the ylr~~s state. the JYS state. and the /IO state. 
respectively. In each state except for the query state, :\I operates as an ordinary Turing 
machine and may write some symbol on the query tape. At some step of ;I computa- 
tion, it may transfer into the query state. In this state. 31 transfers into the yes state if 
the string currently appearing on the query tape is in a given ornclc set; otherwise, it 
transfers into the no state. In either case. the query tape is instantly erased. For an 
oracle machine :I4 and :I set .4, XI(A) specifies that M uses the set A as an oracle. 
A polynomial time-bounded deterministic (nondeterministic) oracle machine is simply 
called (111 orulc P-rnrrc,hir~c~ ( NP-mrrcl~irw). A polynomial space-bounded dctcrministic 
oracle machine is simply called (111 crock PSPACE-/,ltrc,llirlc~. Wc note that the oracle 
tape is subject to the space bound for all oracle PSPACE-machines. In this paper we 
assume that all oracle machines have at most two possibilities to transfer from 
one configuration to the next configuration. So. the number of all computation paths 
of ;I ~(11) time-bounded nondeterministic oracle machine on input of length II is 
bounded above by 2”‘“‘. It is obvious that wc do not loose the generality under this 
assumption. 
Let il be a set. P(A) (NP(‘4)) denotes the class of sets accepted by oracle P-machines 
(NP-machines) with oracle .A. For each k>O. x:(.4)* n;(A) and 3:(A) denote the 
kth level of the pc’/!,r~or~zilrl-ti~~?~~ hicrtrrc/ j~ [I 2. IS] relativized with oracle A. and 
WA)=U,,,, Z‘:(A). PSPACE(.4) denotes the class of sets accepted by oracle 
PSPACE-machines with oracle .4. PP(A) dcnotcs the class of sets L for which there 
exists an oracle NP-machine :I1 satisfying that for each I. .IEL ill‘ more than half of 
computation paths of M(il) on input .Y are accepting. For ;I class .%’ of oracle sets. 
P(2’)= u ,t 1 P(.4). The other classes are similarly defined. 
A nonrelativized class corresponding to one of the above classes is defined by 
setting the oracle set equal to the empty set. Also, the specification of the oracle is 
omitted from its notation. 
We introduce here a quantitative restriction on access to a gi\,en oracle for oracle 
PP-machines. Let AI be an oracle machine. 3 an oracle set and .V im input for .21. 
Let Q(M. .Y. .4) denote the set of querying strings made by !Zl( 4) on input \-. Let 
Q(M. I)= u,,Q(:LI, .x, .4). F or an oracle set A. we define PP,(A) as the class of sets 
whose membership in PP(A) is witnessed by an oracle PP-machine i\l such that 
IlQ(M, x)nA 1~ <p(lsl) for some polynomial 11 and each input .I. Note that for the 
above oracle machine 51 I/Q(M, .\-)n.~i~ may be exponentially large. 
Finally. we are concerned with sparse sets. A set S is .sprww ifl’there is a polynomial 
p such that 1 S “‘I 11 <p(rz) for all II. 
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3. Comparison of PPR (NP) with PP 
In this section we show that no oracle from NP helps the computational power of 
PP within the PP,(*) relativization. We note that the proof technique of this result has 
been developed independently in the original version of the paper [S]. 
Theorem 3.1. PPR(NP) = PP. 
Proof. Let A (s r *) be a set in NP accepted by an NP-machine M, whose running 
time is bounded above by a polynomial pl. Let L be a set in PP,(A) that is witnessed 
by an oracle PP-machine M2 satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) its running time is bounded above by a polynomial p2; 
(2) for each s, SEL iff more than half of all paths of Ml(A) on input x are accepting; 
and 
(3) for some polynomial p3 and each input s, lIQ(M>, x)nA /I <p3(lsl). 
We now define a nondeterministic machine M working on input .Y of length n as 
follows: 
Sttrgr 1: M guesses a number r, O<r<p,(n). 
Sttrge 2: M guesses any sequence -_I , -2,. , zr in lexicographical order such that 
/zL I. 1~~ 1,.. . . 1~~1 <p,(n). Intuitively speaking, M guesses a finite subset of rCp2(“) with 
I’ elements. 
Sllrge 3: M checks nondeterministically one after another. for i = I, 2, , r, whether 
zi is queried by Ml on input .Y using any oracle. 
Stage 4: M checks nondeterministically one after another, for i = 1, 2,. . . , r, whether 
zi is in A by simulating M, 
Stqe 5: All paths with at least one negative result for the checks in Stage 3 and 
4 are split into one accepting and one rejecting path which halt immediately. 
Stqr 6: On the remaining paths, M simulates M2((zl,...,;,)) on input X. An 
accepting (rejecting) path of M2 is split into 2”‘,“) accepting (rejecting) paths. (For the 
definition of t see below.) 
For this machine M. we would like to show the following claim that completes the 
proof of this theorem. 
Claim 3.2. There exists a polynomial t(r, n) such thatjiw rcrry x, XEL #more than half 
of ull computation pclths of’ M on input .Y are accepting. 
Proof. In order to prove this, we define some notations as follows. For each input x of 
length n and I’, 0 <I’ 6 p3 (n), 
l # putlz,(s, r) is the number of all paths of M on x in which r is guessed in stage 1, 
l # ~7cc,~,(.x, v) is the number of all accepting paths of M on .Y in which r is guessed in 
stage 1, 
l # purh,,,(r) is the number of all paths of M on x (i.e., =Cr # patlz,(x, I’)), and 
l # We,,, is the number of all accepting paths of ,z/I on x (i.e. = xr # parll,&,(\-, 1.)). 
Then we have the following claim. 
Proof of Claim 3.3. (I) Without loss of generality. we may assume that for each II 30. 
pI (n) > II and pr(rl), I)~(/?) > 0. Then it can be easily seen that the number of nondeter- 
ministic steps in stage I. 2. 3.4. and 5 each is at most p, ( p2(t~))/j,(r~), and the number of 
nondeterministic steps in stage 6 is at most p,(r~)+~t(r, n). Thus. the number of 
nondeterministic steps in aI1 stages is less than 6/1, ( p2(tr))p3(~~) + f(r, II) and. hence. 
# ptrtl~,,, (r, r) < _ ~hPlIfrl?ll)/~rllll +111.1u 
(3) Let us define r(r. 11)=6r1)~(l’~(“))1’~(“). Without loss of generality. we may 
assume that ~~(l’~(r1))/)~(11)>0 for each II 30. Then we have this claim by an easy 
calculation. 
(3a) If I’>M then it is easy to see that ail computation paths guessing r in stage 
1 have a negative result for the checks in stage 3 and 4. Thus, these paths half in stage 
5 and, hence. we habe this claim. 
(3b) It is obvious from the definition of !\I that the number of accepting paths that 
guesses 171 in stage I and halt in stage 5 equals to the number of rejecting paths with the 
same properties. Also. it is obvious that a computation path guessing 1~1 in stage 
I reaches stage 6 and all such paths are follo\ved by the correct simulation of ~,(.4). If 
.Y is in L, then more than half of all computation paths of M2(-1) are accepting. Hence. 
the number of accepting paths in stage 6 is at least 2.2r”‘i.‘1J more than the number of 
rejecting ones. We have this claim from these observations. 
(3~) The proof is quite similar to that of (3b) and, hence. is omitted. 
Proof of Claim 3.2 (c,onc,lu.sio,l). Let us define t(r, n) as in Claim 3.3(Z). Assume that 
SEL. Then we have the following inequalities: 
# Ll(‘(‘,v (.Y) 3 C # plrth,,,(.\-. r); 2 + zf(“‘. “I [from Claim 3.3(j)] 
r ’ ,,I 
> 1 # prtll,,,(r\-. r).,2 + 1 # pclr/721(.~. r) [from Claim 3,3(I)] 
?- ,’ ,,I I ” ,,1 
> #ptr/h.,,(.Y), 2. 
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where m= lIQ(M, x)nA!l. Conversely, assume .u$L Then 
acc,(.x) 6 1 # pathnr(x, r)/2 - 2’(m,n) + 1 # path.~(x, y) [from Claim 3.3(3)] 
ram rxln 
[from Claim 3.3(2)] 
< # puth,~(s)/2. 
Thus, we conclude that XEL iff more than half of all computation paths of M on 
input x are accepting. Cl 
In the remainder of this section, we show some immediate consequences from the 
above theorem. We first obtain some results shown recently in [S, 91. 
Corollary 3.4. (1) PNPuogl c PP[5], &ere PNPnogJ 1s the class of sets accepted by oracle 
P-machines with at most logarithmically many queries to an oraclefiom NP. 
(2) For all spurse sets S in NP, PP(S) = PP [9]. 
Proof. (1) It can be easily seen from the definitions of both classes that PNPuogl 
&PP,(NP). Hence, we obtain this corollary from Theorem 3.1. 
(2) For every oracle PP-machine M and sparse set S, it is obvious that 
liQ(M, x)nS 11 <p( 1x1) for some polynomial p and each input x. Hence, for every sparse 
set S in NP, PP(S)s PPR(NP)= PP from Theorem 3.1. The reverse inclusion is 
obvious. 0 
It is easy to see that the proof technique can be relativized with all oracles. Thus, we 
have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.5. For ever!! oracle A. PPR(NP(A)) is included in PP(A). 
A set A is said to be PP-low if PP(A) is included in PP. Thus, any PP-low set does 
not help the computational power of PP. A class C of sets is said to be PP-low if all 
sets in the class are PP-low. Our fundamental question in this section is whether NP is 
PP-low or not but we have not been able to settle this question. We have already 
observed in Corollary 3.4(2) that all sparse sets in NP are PP-low. Moreover, several 
nontrivial classes of PP-low sets have been shown by Kiibler et al. [9]. Particularly, 
they showed that FewP and BPP are PP-low. Thus, we have the following corollary 
from Corollary 3.5. 
Corollary 3.6. For every class C qf PP-low sets, PP,(NP(C))= PP. In particular, 
PP,(NP(FewP))= PP,(NP(BPP))= PP. 
Finally. we also have an observation by Beige1 et al. [S] as immediate corollaries of 
our theorem. Let P;: be the class of sets that arc polynomial-time truth-table reducible 
to A. It is obvious that Pi is included in PP,(A) for every set A. Thus. it is easy to see 
that. for every class C of PP-low sets. Pzp(c’ is included in PP. In particular, 
PzP”.cnP) and P~P’HPP’ are included in PP. 
4. Positive relativizations 
The technique developed in the previous section allows us to show some posi- 
tive relativization results. We now consider the important questions whether 
PP = PSPACE, Z,’ G PP, and PH G PP. By using the proof technique. we show in this 
section that all these questions can be relativited with all sparse oracles. 
Theorem 4.1. PP= PSPACE #PP(S)= PSPACE(S),f’ 01’ (Ill sptUY1 orcic1e.s s. 
Proof. It is obvious that the right-hand side implies the left-hand side. Hence, WC 
prove the reverse direction. Let SET* be any sparse set and p\ a polynomial 
bounding the density of S. Let 11~ be a polynomial and M, a 11~ (II) space-bounded 
oracle machine that accepts a set L relative to S. We note that all query strings made 
by ,21, on input z are of length at most l~l(~.~~) and that at most p,.(p,(lsl)) query 
strings are in S. Now assume PP= PSPACE and define a set X as follows: 
Since X is in PSPACE. X is in PP from the assumption. Let :W, be a polynomial-time 
bounded nondeterministic oracle machine that witnesses XEPP and let pZ be a poly- 
nomial bounding the running time of M2. Then we define a nondeterministic oracle 
machine ,%I working on input .Y of length II as follows: 
Stclgc I: 31 first guesses ;I number O<V,<I~,,(~, (II)). 
Strrgc~ 2: :\I guesses any sequence z,. z1 .._.. zV in lexicographical order such that 
/:, /. I:?/ . . . . . I-VI< 17, (II). Intuitively speaking, M guesses a finite subset of r sp’(ni with 
r elements. 
S/ago 3: J1 cheeks one after another. for i = 1. 2.. , I’. whether lips by using S as an 
oracle. If sonic zi is not in S. then this computation path is split into one accepting and 
one rejecting path that halt immediately. 
Strrgc 4: M simulates M, on input (1. I:, , _. . zr I ). 
An accepting (rejecting) path is split into 2”‘,“’ accepting (rejecting) paths. (For the 
definition of I see below.) 
For this machine we have a claim similar to Claim 3.3 in Theorem 3.1. As in that 
thcorcm. we define some notations as follows. For each input Y of length II and 
0 < ,‘</‘,(I’,(“)). 
# p~th.~,~,(.x, r) is the number of all paths of M(S) on x in which r is guessed in 
stage 1; 
# UN,~(~,(.Y, 1.) is the number of all accepting paths of M(S) on x in which r is 
guessed in stage 1; 
# path.bIhi(S,(.~) is the number of all paths of M(S) on Y (i.e. =C,, # p~th,,,,~~,(x, r)); and 
# u~I.,~(~,(.x) is the number of all paths of M(S) on s (i.e. =I,, # puth,(,,(x, Y)). 
Then we have the following claim. 
Claim 4.2. For emh inplct .Y of’ length n cm1 0 6 r 6 P,~( p1 (n)), the ,followiny stuternents 
hold. 
(1) # puth,,,,(x, r)< 24P,(Pi(n))Pl(n”‘(r,n). 
(2) There exists u polynomial t(r, n) such thcrt EL <r # puth,,,,(x, k)) < 2”‘. ‘). 
(3) Lrr m= ~IS”‘l@)~/. T/w17 
(a) ,for each r>m, # UCL’.~,~~ (Y, r) = # p~~th~~~,(.x, r)/2;
(b) if’ XE L, then # UCC,~,(~)(.Y, m) 3 # puthA4t,s,(.u, m),/2 + 2’(“‘.“); and 
(c) if x4 L, then # u~c,~,,~)(x, m) d # puth,wo,(s, m)/2 - 2’(m.n’. 
The proof of this claim is quite similar to the previous one. Hence, we leave it to the 
interested reader. Let t be a polynomial as in Claim 3.2(2), let x be an input of length 
iz for M(S) and let m= IIS ‘IJI(“) 11. If .Y is in L, then we have the following inequalities. 
# UR-~,~,~)(.Y)> 1 # puth,wo,(.~. r),‘2 +2’(“‘,“’ [from Claim 3.2(3)] 
I 3 m 
> C # puth,$,,,,(s, r),‘2 
rzm 
+ 1 # pt7thMo,(s, r) 
r < I?, 
[from Claim 3.2(2)] 
Conversely, if .u$L, then 
# uccMo,(.u)d C # p~fth,~,~,(.~, r)/2 -2’(m.n’ 
ram 
+ c # puthMcs,(.u, r) [from Claim 3.2(3)] 
r<fn 
< 1 # p~rh,~~,(.u, r),:2 [from Claim 3.2(2)] 
rSm 
< # purh,,,,(s)./2. 
Thus, we conclude that XE L iff more than half of all computation paths of M(S) on 
input s are accepting. L! 
We next consider the other containment questions mentioned at the beginning of 
this section. By using the same technique, we can show, for example, that the inclusion 
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C,‘G PP can be relativized with all sparse oracles. In order to prove such results, we 
need a characterization of the relativiLed polynomial-time hierarchy. The following 
theorem is due to Stockmeyer [ 121 and Wrathall [IX]. 
Proof. (e) Obvious. (+) The case I, = 0 is ob\;ious since ‘; = P. Hence. let I, 3 I and 
assume .Z[G PP. For this case. the proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 4.1. The 
only difference is in the way we define the set ,Y used above. 
Let SG I‘* be any sparse set and let p be a polynomial bounding the density of S. 
Let L be a set in z‘:(S) and let II and L’ be a polynomial and a set in P(S), respectively, 
mentioned in Theorem 4.3. Let :21 be an oraclc P-machine accepting L’ with oracle S. 
It is obvious that the length of query strings made by :\I is bounded above by 
a polynomial in 1.~1 for each input (.Y. N‘, . . wi ) satisfying ~\I., j < ~r( 1.~1 ) for each 
1 < i<k. Let ~1 be such ;I polynomial. Then the required sot .Y is dctincd as follows: 
Since X is in ZI. X is in PP from the assumption. After this, wc can apply the same 
argument as in Theorem 4.1 to this proof. We leave it to the interested reader. : 
Proof. Although a set X similar to the above one is defined in ;I slightly dilferent way, 
it is not difficult. We leave the proof to the reader. 
Corollary 4.6. PH E PP (ft’ PH (S ) I P P( S ) ,fiw d/ spw~ c~~trd~~.~ S. 
In [4], it has been shown that the re\‘erse inclusions of the ones stated in the above 
theorem can be relativized with all sparse oracles. A similar result has been obtained 
independently in [I I], 
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Theorem 4.7 (Balcazar et al. [4]). For each k 2 2, 
(1) PP c C,’ ifJ‘ PP(S) G C!(S) for all sparse sets S; and 
(2) PP c dr $7 PP(S) G d:(S) fbr all sparse sets S. 
Furthermore, 
(3) PPG PH ifl PP(S)& PH(S)for all sparse sets S. 
Combining this theorem with our results, we obtain that the equality among the 
above classes can also be relativized with all sparse oracles. 
Corollary 4.8. For each k > 2, 
(1) PP=C,P #“PP(S)=C,P(S)for 
(2) PP=d: @PP(S)=d,P(S),for 
Furthermore, 
all sparse sets S; and 
all sparse sets S. 
(3) PP= PH $’ PP(S)= PH(S),for all sparse sets S. 
In 14, 111, the containment question of D # P in PH has been considered, where 
D # P is the class of sets accepted by polynomial time-bounded deterministic oracle 
machines by using functions in # P as oracles. It is well known that D # P = P(PP). 
Hence, # P and PP are polynomial-time equivalent to each other. An explicit proof of 
this appeared in [4]. The following positive relativization result was shown. 
Theorem 4.9 (Balcazar et al. [4] and Long Ill]). D # PC PH ifs D # P(S)E PH(S) 
.for all sparse sets S. 
On the other hand, it has recently been shown in [ 133 that PH is included in D # P 
and this inclusion can be relativized with all oracle sets (i.e. PH(A)zD # P(A) for all 
oracles A). Thus, we can restate Theorem 4.9 as that D # P=PH iff D # P(S) 
= PH(S) for all sparse sets S. A surprising fact in [4] is that if there exists a sparse set 
S such that D # P(S)&PH(S), then D # PGPH. In other words, the inequality 
between D # P and PH can also be relativized with all sparse oracle sets. 
Theorem 4.10 (Balcazar et al. [4]). D # PG PH ifSD # P(S)c PH(S)for some sparse 
set S. 
Summarizing these results, we can obtain the following corollary. This was brought 
out by Book as a personal communication. 
Corollary 4.11. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) PH=D#P. 
(2) PH(S)= D # P(S)for all sparse sets S. 
(3) PH(S)= D # P(S)for some sparse set S. 
5. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we consider some important questions on the computational power of 
PP. In particular. \ve compare this class with swcral complexity classes such as the 
polynomial-time hierarchy and PSPACE. 
A fundamental question in Section 3 is whether NP is PP-lo\\ or not, i.c. Lvhether 
PP(NP)= PP. We showed a partial answer to this question by introducing a quantit- 
ative restriction on oracle PP-machines but haw not been able to settle the original 
question. Morcoler. if one could settle this question. then it is important to ask 
whether the quality can be relati\izcd ltith all oracles. Such a result would imply that 
PH is included in PI’. At this time. \vc coli.jecturc that PP(NP)# PP. Thus, a11 
interestins question rciuted to this is to find an oraclc set :I such that 
PP(NP(,~))#PP(:II. 
WC developed sonic positive relativilation results between PP or D # P and the 
other classes such 21s PH and PSPACE. The results tell us that separating PP from the 
other classes with sparse oracles implies the separations in the unrelativized world. 
On the other hand. it has been shown by Toran [ 141 that there exists an oracle set .4 
such that PP(.3)# PSPACE(.I). WC shou that there is an oraclc set 4 such that 
PP(A)#PH(.4). 
Proof (o~rtli~c~). As mentioned in Section 4. it has been shown in [ 131 that 
PH(.-1)~ D # P(.-l) for all oracles .-I. 1’ao [I91 found an oracle set ..I such that PH(A) is 
a proper hierarchy. That is. H’C ha~c Vr(.4)# L’:‘+,(A) for every L20. For this 
oracle set we no\+ assume that PP(.3) is included in PH(.4). Then MC have 
D # P(.~)E P(PH(.-l))= PH(,-L ). It was shown in [3] that D # P(,-l) has a complete set 
under polynomial-time many one reducibility. Obviously, this complete set is in 
L!(A) for some I, 30. From these observations MC can conclude that 
PH(.4)iD # Pi\‘:‘. But this is ;I contradiction. 
There exists ;I possibility such that PH ;~nd PI’ are incomparable. So. it is important 
to ask whether there is an oracle set .-I such that PP(I1) and PH(.4) are incomparable. 
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